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the suzuki vs800 intruder was a four stroke liquid cooled 45 degree v twin sohc 8 valves tscc cruiser motorcycle produced by
suzuki between 1992 and 2003 it could reach a top speed of 99 mph 160 km h max torque was 45 73 ft lbs 62 0 nm 4000
rpm suzuki vs800 intruder vs800gl review history specs bikeswiki com japanese motorcycle encyclopedia read view source
view history class cruiser production 1992 2004 also called vs800gl predecessor suzuki vs750 intruder successor suzuki
boulevard s50 history specifications suzuki vs800 intruder specs images vs800 intruder experience a true cruiser as
satisfying as it is to look at the intruder 800 is truly defined by v twin power and lightweight maneuverability a liquid cooled
45 degree v twin engine delivers strong torquey performance the suzuki intruder appeals to riders who prefer a more
traditional cruiser look while the 800 gl intruder is better suited for those who appreciate a modern and aggressive design
the 800 gl intruder on the other hand provides a more modern and affordable alternative with a refined power delivery agile
handling and a sleek design overall the main difference between my old marauder and the intruder 800 is in the styling
intruders come with a chopper style seat the passenger sits slightly higher than the pilot and a passenger backrest sissy bar
comes as a standard option the suzuki intruder and the 800 share a similar classic cruiser design but with subtle differences
the intruder features a longer and lower stance giving it a more stretched out look the 800 on the other hand has a slightly
more upright riding position and a more compact profile the suzuki vs 800 intruder test has revealed the strengths and
weaknesses of both contenders while the suzuki boulevard c50 delivers superior engine performance and a plush ride the
kawasaki vulcan 800 intruder offers a more agile handling and a slightly lower price point general information photos
engines and tech specs reference for suzuki vs800 intruder 2000 2001 specs performance photos name suzuki intruder 800
code vs800gln 1993 north america japan europe name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800glp 1994 north america japan europe
name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800glr 1995 north america europe name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800gls 1996 north
america europe name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800glt 1997 the suzuki vs 800 intruder has 53 00 hp 38 7 kw 6500 rpm
how fast is a suzuki vs 800 intruder the suzuki vs 800 intruder top speed is 160 0 km h 99 4 mph compare specs list related
bikes high insurance costs get us motorcycle insurance quotes in 5 minutes sell or buy used bikes bikez biz has an efficient
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motorcycle classifieds ads are free click here to sell a used 2003 suzuki vs 800 intruder or advertise any other mc for sale
suzuki vs 800 intruder performance top speed acceleration 0 to 100 km h 0 to 62 mph acceleration 0 to 400m 1 4 mile
recuperation 60 to 140 km h in highest gear fuel consumption mpg economy efficiency co2 emissions emissions the 2000
my vs800 intruder is a classic chopper in the middleweight range packing 805cc of liquid cooled v twin nerve and being a
nifty choice for newer riders who are not fully confident in the vs800 intruder looks classic but its 4 valve per cylinder v twin
is liquid cooled and mated to a road worthy 5 speed transmission and minimal maintenance shaft final drive while the the
suzuki intruder is a series of cruiser motorcycles made by suzuki from 1985 to 2005 after 2005 the intruder lineup was
replaced by the boulevard range in europe the intruder name remains in use on certain models the vs intruder bikes all have
4 stroke v twin engines on a closed track the suzuki intruder reached a top speed of 125 mph while the suzuki 800 topped
out at 118 mph based on our analysis of technical specifications real world testing and expert opinions the suzuki intruder
emerges as the victor in the suzuki intruder vs 800 top speed design and look for the 1995 suzuki vs 800 intruder 82 7 out of
100 click here for complete rating you can also compare bikes the suzuki vs800 is often a cruiser that gets easily dismissed
and sadly a lot of times it gets dismissed even when compared to lesser rivals so in this general information photos engines
and tech specs reference for suzuki vs800 intruder 2002 2003 specs performance photos suzuki vs 800 intruder
performance top speed acceleration 0 to 100 km h 0 to 62 mph acceleration 0 to 400m 1 4 mile recuperation 60 to 140 km h
in highest gear fuel consumption mpg economy efficiency co2 emissions emissions
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suzuki vs800 intruder 800 s50 history specs pictures May 24 2024 the suzuki vs800 intruder was a four stroke liquid
cooled 45 degree v twin sohc 8 valves tscc cruiser motorcycle produced by suzuki between 1992 and 2003 it could reach a
top speed of 99 mph 160 km h max torque was 45 73 ft lbs 62 0 nm 4000 rpm
suzuki vs800 intruder vs800gl review history specs Apr 23 2024 suzuki vs800 intruder vs800gl review history specs
bikeswiki com japanese motorcycle encyclopedia read view source view history class cruiser production 1992 2004 also
called vs800gl predecessor suzuki vs750 intruder successor suzuki boulevard s50 history specifications suzuki vs800
intruder specs images
motorcycle buyers guide suzuki vs800 intruder vz800 Mar 22 2024 vs800 intruder experience a true cruiser as satisfying as
it is to look at the intruder 800 is truly defined by v twin power and lightweight maneuverability a liquid cooled 45 degree v
twin engine delivers strong torquey performance
suzuki vs 800 gl intruder the cruiser clash you can t miss Feb 21 2024 the suzuki intruder appeals to riders who prefer a
more traditional cruiser look while the 800 gl intruder is better suited for those who appreciate a modern and aggressive
design the 800 gl intruder on the other hand provides a more modern and affordable alternative with a refined power
delivery agile handling and a sleek design
suzuki vs 800 intruder motorcycle specifications Jan 20 2024 overall the main difference between my old marauder
and the intruder 800 is in the styling intruders come with a chopper style seat the passenger sits slightly higher than the
pilot and a passenger backrest sissy bar comes as a standard option
power style and value suzuki intruder vs 800 test reveals Dec 19 2023 the suzuki intruder and the 800 share a similar classic
cruiser design but with subtle differences the intruder features a longer and lower stance giving it a more stretched out look
the 800 on the other hand has a slightly more upright riding position and a more compact profile
suzuki vs 800 intruder shootout which cruiser reigns Nov 18 2023 the suzuki vs 800 intruder test has revealed the strengths
and weaknesses of both contenders while the suzuki boulevard c50 delivers superior engine performance and a plush ride
the kawasaki vulcan 800 intruder offers a more agile handling and a slightly lower price point
suzuki vs800 intruder 2000 2001 specs performance photos Oct 17 2023 general information photos engines and
tech specs reference for suzuki vs800 intruder 2000 2001 specs performance photos
suzuki vs800 intruder vs800gl review history specs Sep 16 2023 name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800gln 1993 north
america japan europe name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800glp 1994 north america japan europe name suzuki intruder 800
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code vs800glr 1995 north america europe name suzuki intruder 800 code vs800gls 1996 north america europe name suzuki
intruder 800 code vs800glt 1997
suzuki vs 800 intruder specs ultimate specs Aug 15 2023 the suzuki vs 800 intruder has 53 00 hp 38 7 kw 6500 rpm
how fast is a suzuki vs 800 intruder the suzuki vs 800 intruder top speed is 160 0 km h 99 4 mph
2003 suzuki vs 800 intruder specifications and pictures bikez Jul 14 2023 compare specs list related bikes high insurance
costs get us motorcycle insurance quotes in 5 minutes sell or buy used bikes bikez biz has an efficient motorcycle classifieds
ads are free click here to sell a used 2003 suzuki vs 800 intruder or advertise any other mc for sale
suzuki vs 800 intruder specs ultimate specs Jun 13 2023 suzuki vs 800 intruder performance top speed acceleration 0 to 100
km h 0 to 62 mph acceleration 0 to 400m 1 4 mile recuperation 60 to 140 km h in highest gear fuel consumption mpg
economy efficiency co2 emissions emissions
suzuki vs800 intruder 1999 2000 specs performance photos May 12 2023 the 2000 my vs800 intruder is a classic chopper in
the middleweight range packing 805cc of liquid cooled v twin nerve and being a nifty choice for newer riders who are not
fully confident in
suzuki vs800 intruder 2001 2002 specs performance photos Apr 11 2023 the vs800 intruder looks classic but its 4
valve per cylinder v twin is liquid cooled and mated to a road worthy 5 speed transmission and minimal maintenance shaft
final drive while the
suzuki intruder wikipedia Mar 10 2023 the suzuki intruder is a series of cruiser motorcycles made by suzuki from 1985 to
2005 after 2005 the intruder lineup was replaced by the boulevard range in europe the intruder name remains in use on
certain models the vs intruder bikes all have 4 stroke v twin engines
suzuki intruder vs 800 the top speed clash that will blow Feb 09 2023 on a closed track the suzuki intruder reached a top
speed of 125 mph while the suzuki 800 topped out at 118 mph based on our analysis of technical specifications real world
testing and expert opinions the suzuki intruder emerges as the victor in the suzuki intruder vs 800 top speed
1995 suzuki vs 800 intruder specifications and pictures bikez Jan 08 2023 design and look for the 1995 suzuki vs 800
intruder 82 7 out of 100 click here for complete rating you can also compare bikes
the best harley sportster you can buy suzuki intruder vs800 Dec 07 2022 the suzuki vs800 is often a cruiser that gets easily
dismissed and sadly a lot of times it gets dismissed even when compared to lesser rivals so in this
suzuki vs800 intruder 2002 2003 specs performance photos Nov 06 2022 general information photos engines and
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tech specs reference for suzuki vs800 intruder 2002 2003 specs performance photos
suzuki vs 800 intruder specs ultimate specs Oct 05 2022 suzuki vs 800 intruder performance top speed acceleration 0 to 100
km h 0 to 62 mph acceleration 0 to 400m 1 4 mile recuperation 60 to 140 km h in highest gear fuel consumption mpg
economy efficiency co2 emissions emissions
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